1. Describe my history
a. Psychiatrist, behaviorially oriented, 100% research, no
clinical practice
b. Usually have two grants, 4-6 employees
c. No plans to change from MJ and Tob research
d. Now mostly clinical research, but interested in lab studies
e. Current staff- Laura, Beth, Jim, Patti, Nancy, Emily, Peter,
Shelly, John Helzer
2. Describe student experience
a. May be research asst on a research grant or trainee on
our NIDA training grant. Will be treated same either way.
b. Start off as RA one 1 or 2 grants, then on to project
manager
c. 50% time. I provide office, computer, etc
d. My office near yours, my door open for talks,
e. The training grant has a wkly seminar focused on human
behavioral pharmacology
f. I have a wkly lab mtg to discuss studies etc
g. I have wkly mtg with student to educate on wide variety of
topics (see attached) plus any topics student wants to
learn about
h. Dr Forehand will be academic mentor
i. I have two people - Peter-Shelly – who provide statistical
help
j. Your dissertation will likely be funded from one of my
grants and be an independent study you design on some
topic related to either marijuana or tobacco. Really want
this done prior to internship
k. Will start out as research assistant, then project manager
on a study, then dissertation. As you learn ropes,
expected to offer ideas on conduct of studies and new
study ideas and grant ideas.
l. Last two grad students each had 3 first authored and four
second authored publications
m. Your schedule is flexible and vacation is totally up to you
n. You can participate in other clinical/research work at
HBPL/SATC on alcohol, cocaine, opioid dependence

o. You can attend my lectures to med students, etc.
Teaching opportunities available at UVM and local
colleges
3. Describe my grants/studies
a. Current grants
i. Tobacco Natural Hx
ii. MJ Natural Hx
iii. Varenicline to reduce smoking
b. Grants to be submitted
i. Immediate vs delayed quitting
c. Other studies
i. Long term craving
ii. Effectiveness of NRT in real world – a literature
review
4. Stipend
a. Amt = If on research grant 25K and you pay tuition. If on
traingng grant 20K, we pay tuition. You have to pay 25%
of health insurance premium
b. If you are presenting results, I pay to go to mtgs
c. I provide funds for software, computer, etc.

